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About This Game

Alma is expecting and a new level of terror grows as you and your cannibal brother battle through a hellish nightmare. Fight
together or die alone on a deadly mission to confront your twisted mother. Players can take on the role of Point Man, a

genetically enhanced soldier with superhuman reflexes and the ability to manipulate time, or the undead spirit of his brother
Paxton Fettel, a paranormal entity who possesses incredible psychic powers.

Key Features

Blood Runs Deep, F.E.A.R. Runs Deeper: F.E.A.R. 3 delivers all the hallmarks that define the F.E.A.R. brand:
terrifying paranormal experience, frenetic combat and a dramatic storyline.

Never Face Fear Alone: F.E.A.R. 3 evolves the brand, introducing Divergent Co-op: deep, social gameplay that gives
players distinctly different abilities that affect their own play as well as the experience of gamers they are playing with…
or against.

Frenetic Combat: Active 360 degree cover, evolutionary slow-mo modes, scoring systems and best in class mech-
combat aid players in facing an army of soldiers and paranormal enemies.

Experience the Almaverse: The game world is tainted by the Almaverse, the alternate dimension where Alma’s psychic
essence subsists. New sinister and fantastical enemy creatures birthed in Alma’s warped mind spill into reality and
intensify the panic.
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Generative System: Proprietary technology creates random events to increase the feeling of isolation and
unpredictability when playing alone or with a friend, and offers new experiences each time gamers play through.

Masters of Horror: Legendary film director John Carpenter and writer Steve Niles provide their expertise and guidance
to take F.E.A.R. 3 ’s intensity to the next level. Niles co-wrote the twisted storyline that reveals the motivations and
family dynamics of the main characters, and Carpenter helped craft the cinematics for maximum storytelling and fright
factor.
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Title: F.E.A.R. 3
Genre: Action
Developer:
Day 1 Studios
Publisher:
Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz, AMD Athlon X2 4800+

Drive Space: 4.4GB

RAM: 2GB

Video Card: NVIDIA 8800 GT 512MB RAM, ATI 3850HD 512Mb RAM or better

DirectX®: 9.0c

English,French,German,Italian,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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Pros:

* Good graphics
* Sniper rifle still quite a bit of fun to use, similar to Fear 2.
* Overall a very good combat environment \/ system.
* The dual AY69 guns are freakin' awesome!
* Great performance \/ engine optimization.

Cons:

* Mute protagonist - kills immersion. Especially in areas where other characters are talking directly to you and asking you
questions and your character just stands there.
* Weapons don't carry over from one interval to the next (kinda stupid) which negatively impacts immersion.
* Map design is somewhat poor along with the fights. You're constantly out of ammunition because it won't let you carry over
gear from the previous levels, etc.
* Ending not very satisfying - not much in the way of closure, really.
* Bunch of fights with some of these big blue boss units that, IMO, were ridiculously difficult. I'm pretty good at FPS but I
found the fights with them to be just insane at times which made the game very unenjoyable at those points.

Overall rating: 4.5\/10
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